Additional
Course-Related Costs
- For Programmes Commencing in 2020/1

Some programmes of study carry additional course-related costs that students will be
required to pay in order to complete the course.
Please read this document to see if any additional costs relate to your chosen course.
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1. Placement route programmes
If you have chosen a programme of study that includes a placement, please take note of the
following information:
 Placement Fees
- For Undergraduate (Thin Sandwich and Thick Sandwich) and Postgraduate Taught ‘Extended
Practice’ courses with a one year placement, there will be a tuition fee for the placement year of
£1385 (for courses commencing in 2020).
-

For Postgraduate Taught non-professional courses with a placement lasting less than 12 weeks,
the placement carries no additional tuition fee.



Placement Travel and Accommodation Costs
You may incur additional costs pertaining to travel and accommodation in relation to your
placement. Your College will be able to provide you with further advice and guidance about this as
you approach your placement year.

1.2. Textbooks
Most of the textbooks that accompany each module are available within the University Library or
through our online access; however, students may wish to purchase personal copies. Costs
relating to course reading lists vary according to course, but second-hand copies of textbooks can
be purchased from the Student Union or the from second hand booksellers.

Brunel University London Admissions Office
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2. COURSE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION
Undergraduate Programmes
2.1. College of Business, Arts and Social Sciences (CBASS)
Course

Additional Cost

All Theatre courses
(Department of Art & Humanities)

- Theatre trips costing up to £200 across the 3 years of the course

BA Education
(Department of Education)

- Travel costs of £50 associated with 1 field trip per year
- Other voluntary trip costs may be incurred but these will be optional.
- Enhanced DBS check:

DBS applications (completed in the UK): £46.81

ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
ID check is carried out at a Post Office.

2.2. College of Engineering, Design and Physical Sciences (CEDPS)
Course

Additional Cost

BEng Chemical Engineering
(Department of Chemical Engineering)

- Lab coat & other Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): The University will
provide a lab coat, gloves, and safety glasses free of charge. If the lab coat is lost
or damaged, a replacement lab coat will cost £15
- Poster Presentation/Binding Costs: £30-50 per annum
- Students may consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be used for
coursework, digital examinations, independent work and in class teaching
sessions.

BEng/MEng Civil Engineering

- Residential Field Trip: A contribution of £150 towards a residential field course
costs will be required. Students should also equip themselves with suitable wet
and cold weather outdoor clothing and footwear. The Department provides
suitable personal protective equipment (PPE e.g. boots, goggles, gloves) when
needed. Students may wish to purchase their own PPE, but should check with
the Department first to ensure the health and safety requirements are met
- Posters/Binding costs: £30-50

BEng/MEng Civil Engineering with
Sustainability
(Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering)

FdSc Flood and Coastal Engineering
(Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering)

Brunel University London Admissions Office

- Field Trips: Students must provide their own wet and cold weather clothing and
suitable footwear. For the HR Wallingford Summer School students require
safety (steel capped) Wellington boots.
- Summer Placements: There may be travel and accommodation expenses
associated with summer placements, which will vary according to the placement.
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BSc Flood & Coastal Engineering
(Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering)

- Field Trips: Students must provide their own wet and cold weather clothing and
suitable footwear. For the HR Wallingford Summer School students require
safety (steel capped) Wellington boots.

BA Industrial Design & Technology

- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework.

BSc Product Design
BSc Product Design Engineering
(Department of Design)

- Students will be asked to purchase a range of drawing materials in their first
year including sketchbooks, pencils and markers. In total this may cost in the
region of £80.
- Students may also have to purchase some specific materials and components
for modules such as Embedded Systems and their final year Major Project, but
most materials are issued free of charge from the workshop.

Mathematics (All Department of
Mathematics courses)

It is recommended that students purchase a calculator. The only calculators we
allow in exams are Casio fx-83 and fx-85 (any suffix). The price for such
calculators is usually £10-£20 when purchased from most stationary stores or
online.

2.3. College of Health and Life Sciences (CHLS)
Course

Additional Cost

BSc Biological Sciences
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Lab Coat: The University will provide a lab coat free of charge, but if lost or
damaged a replacement lab coat will cost £15
- Poster Presentation Costs: £30-50.
- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework, digital examinations, independent work and in class
teaching sessions

BSc Biomedical Sciences (all
pathways)
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Lab Coat: The University will provide a lab coat free of charge, but if lost or
damaged a replacement lab coat will cost £15
- Poster Presentation Costs: £30-50
- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework, digital examinations, independent work and in class
teaching sessions.

Brunel University London Admissions Office
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BSc and MSci Environmental Science
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Lab Coat: £15
- Poster Presentation Costs: £30-50.
- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework, digital examinations, independent work and in class
teaching sessions.
- Field Trips:
 Compulsory field work in the UK requires no financial contribution
(including residential field trips), but students may be required to pay for
their transport to and from non-residential field locations in the London
area.
 Students are required to contribute to the cost of additional
optional field trips, both in the UK and overseas. Destinations can vary
and are dependent on options chosen. Costs range from approximately
£400 to £1500, and some trips have additional transport costs. Places
on field trips may be limited and will be allocated to those interested at
random, if oversubscribed. Where necessary, students are required to
secure their own visas for international travel.

BSc Life Sciences
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Lab Coat: £15
- Poster Presentation Costs: £30-50
- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework, digital examinations, independent work and in class
teaching sessions.

FD (Sc.) Nursing Associate
Apprenticeship Programme
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Students will require a computer/tablet for online assessments and activities.
Students may wish to purchase their own textbooks, particularly for anatomy
and physiology and for research. These might include the following:
 Marieb, E. (2011) Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology (10th
edition) International education - £50.99
 Richards, A. and Edwards, S. (2014) Essential Pathophysiology for Nursing
and Healthcare Students, Maidenhead: MC Graw Hill Education, Open
University Press - £26
 Bowling, A. (2014) Research Methods in Health. Investigating Health and
Health Services, UK Higher Education OUP Humanities and Social Science
Health - £31.49
Mental health apprentices, in order to comply with the ‘bare below the elbow’
policy in practice, will need to purchase a fob watch and also appropriate shoes
for work.
Additional Costs (per annum)
- Poster printing: £20-25
- Membership of union; for example Royal College Nursing £10
- NMC Registration Costs: £120

Brunel University London Admissions Office
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BSc (Hons) Registered Nurse
Apprenticeship Programme
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Students will require a computer/tablet for online assessments and activities.
Students may wish to purchase their own textbooks, particularly for anatomy
and physiology and for research. These might include the following:
 Marieb, E. (2011) Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology (10th
edition) International education - £50.99
 Richards, A. and Edwards, S. (2014) Essential Pathophysiology for Nursing
and Healthcare Students, Maidenhead: MC Graw Hill Education, Open
University Press - £26
 Bowling, A. (2014) Research Methods in Health. Investigating Health and
Health Services, UK Higher Education OUP Humanities and Social Science
Health - £31.49
Mental health apprentices, in order to comply with the ‘bare below the elbow’
policy in practice, will need to purchase a fob watch and also appropriate shoes
for work.
Additional Costs (per annum)
- Poster printing: £20-25
- Membership of union; for example Royal College Nursing: £10
- NMC Registration Costs: £120

BSc Occupational Therapy
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Placement costs
Home and EU fee paying students:
Students may be asked to pay an additional fee of £667 per annum to contribute
towards the cost of the placements.
N.B. This is dependent upon national policy, which is yet to be announced.
Channel Island and Overseas fee paying students:
There will be an additional fee of £667 per annum to cover placements.
Placement Travel and Placement Accommodation costs
If students are not eligible to claim back these expenses, this will normally cost
between £500 - £1000 per programme; depending on the location of the
placements. For full details please visit http://www.thefundingclinic.org.uk/

Additional Costs (per annum)
- Poster printing: £20-25
- Uniform: £70 (Overseas fee paying students only)
- Membership of the Royal College of Occupational Therapists (RCOT): £60 pa
- Food Hygiene Online Training: £12
- CPR (BLS: Basic Life Support) Training: students must organise and fund this
themselves for each year of study at a cost of approximately £25 per year. There
must be a practical component to this training.
- Immunisations: For details please see
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/study/admissions/professional-courserequirements/Immunisation-Card
- Enhanced DBS check:
 Home/EU fee paying students completing the application in the UK:
- DBS application: No charge
Brunel University London Admissions Office
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- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
ID check is carried out at a Post Office.

(BSc Occupational Therapy continued)


BSc Physiotherapy
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Overseas fee paying students, or anyone completing the application
outside of the UK: Total cost £57.81

Placement costs
Home and EU fee paying students:
Students may be asked to pay an additional fee of £1,000 per annum to
contribute towards the cost of the placements in years 2 and 3.
N.B. This is dependent upon national policy which is yet to be announced.
Channel Island and Overseas fee paying students:
There will be an additional fee of £667 per annum to cover placements.
Placement Travel and Placement Accommodation costs
In 2018/9 Home students could claim their travel and accommodation costs - this
is determined by the guidelines set by the Government (Business Services
Authority). If students are not eligible to claim back these expenses, this will
normally cost between £500 - £1000 per programme; depending on the location
of the placements. For full details please visit
http://www.thefundingclinic.org.uk/

Additional Costs (per annum)
-Skeleton deposit: £25
- Poster printing: £20-25
- Uniform: £70 (Overseas fee paying students only)
- Membership of Chartered Society of Physiotherapy (CSP): £39 pa
- Enhanced DBS check:
 Home/EU fee paying students completing the application in the UK
- DBS application: No charge
- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if
the ID check is carried out at a Post Office.
 Overseas fee paying students, or anyone completing the application
outside of the UK: Total cost £57.81

BSc Psychology
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework, digital examinations, independent work and in class
teaching sessions including statistical analyses.
- British Psychological Society (BPS) Membership: Students may wish to consider
BPS student memberships. An annual student membership costs £26 per
student.

BSc Specialist Community Public
Health Nursing
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Brunel University London Admissions Office

- Venepuncture training if not previously undertaken: £150
- Travel to placement costs: Normally up to a maximum of £500 per annum
depending on the location of placements.
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BSc Sport, Health & Exercise Sciences
(all pathways)
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Students may wish to consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be
used for coursework, digital examinations, independent work and teaching
sessions that entail statistical analyses.
- British Psychological Society (BPS) Membership: Students may wish to consider
BPS student memberships. An annual student membership costs £26 per
student.

Postgraduate Taught Programmes
2.4. College of Business, Arts and Social Sciences (CBASS)
Course

Additional Cost

MSc Anthropology of Childhood,
Youth and Education

Fieldwork for the dissertation project may be carried out in the UK or abroad. If
the research for the project is conducted locally, any additional costs will be
minimal. Research conducted in other parts of the UK or overseas is likely to
involve subsistence and travel costs, though in some cases students are able to
arrange funding via a placement or volunteer job as the basis for their project.

MSc Anthropology of International
Development and Humanitarian
Assistance
(Department of Social & Political
Sciences)

MSc Banking & Finance
(Department of Economics & Finance)

The potential additional costs will typically fall within the range of £0 to £2,000,
depending on where the research is undertaken.

Preparation for the Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA)® level I exam: In late
June, students who successfully complete all their taught modules may register
for the December Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA)® exam. Fitch Learning will
then provide a 10-day intensive programme followed by two further days’
revision at Brunel, in preparation for the external CFA® level I exam.
To ensure our students full access to the tools required to study towards the
December exam, students need to access the Fitch Learning Online Portal and
Mobile App (cost of £1,314). This is offered:
- Free to students with a distinction in their taught modules
- Discounted at 50% for students with a merit
- Discounted at 30% for students who pass
(CFA Institute, CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by
CFA Institute. The CFA Institute does not endorse, promote, or warrant the
accuracy or quality of the products or services offered by Fitch Learning.)

Brunel University London Admissions Office
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MA Children, Youth and International
Development
(Department of Social & Political
Sciences)

Fieldwork for the dissertation project may be carried out in the UK or abroad. If
the research for the project is conducted locally, any additional costs will be
minimal. Research conducted in other parts of the UK or overseas is likely to
involve subsistence and travel costs, though in some cases students are able to
arrange funding via a placement or volunteer job as the basis for their project.
The potential additional costs will typically fall within the range of £0 to £2,000,
depending on where the research is undertaken.

MSc Finance & Investment
(Department of Economics & Finance)

Preparation for the Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA)® level I exam: In late
June, students who successfully complete all their taught modules may register
for the December Chartered Financial Analysts (CFA)® exam. Fitch Learning will
then provide a 10-day intensive programme followed by two further days’
revision at Brunel, in preparation for the external CFA® level I exam.
To ensure our students full access to the tools required to study towards the
December exam, students need to access the Fitch Learning Online Portal and
Mobile App (cost of £1,314). This is offered:
- Free to students with a distinction in their taught modules
- Discounted at 50% for students with a merit
- Discounted at 30% for students who pass
(CFA Institute, CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by
CFA Institute. The CFA Institute does not endorse, promote, or warrant the
accuracy or quality of the products or services offered by Fitch Learning.)

PG Cert Intelligence Analysis
(Dept of Social & Political Sciences)

- The tuition fee includes the cost of a residential element costing £1260.

MA Intelligence and Security Studies
(Distance Learning)
(Dept of Social & Political Sciences)

- The tuition fee includes £1300 for a 1 week residential element in year 1 (there
will be a second residential element in year 2 which will again be incorporated
into the tuition fee).

MSc Medical Anthropology
(Department of Social & Political
Sciences)

Fieldwork for the dissertation project may be carried out in the UK or abroad. If
the research for the project is conducted locally, any additional costs will be
minimal. Research conducted in other parts of the UK or overseas is likely to
involve subsistence and travel costs, though in some cases students are able to
arrange funding via a placement or volunteer job as the basis for their project.
The potential additional costs will typically fall within the range of £0 to £2,000,
depending on where the research is undertaken.

PGCE Primary and Secondary (all
programmes)
(Dept of Education)

Brunel University London Admissions Office

- Travel costs to placement schools can vary considerably with personal
circumstances, including where student teachers live. The highest travel cost
seen during the last academic year was as high as £30 per day for a student living
a long way out of our partnership area; for most students it is considerably less.
Last Updated: 31 October 2019
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(PGCE (all programmes) - continued)

There are a minimum of 120 placement days in the course, commonly it is closer
to 125. The monthly training bursary, for students in receipt of it, is intended to
offset the cost of these out-of-pocket expenses.
- Enhanced DBS check:
 Home fee paying students completing the application in the UK: £46.81
- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
ID check is carried out at a Post Office.


EU and Overseas fee paying students, or anyone completing the
application outside of the UK: Total cost £57.81

PGCE Secondary (all programmes)
- All of the above costs, plus travel costs for a Science Education Conference:
approximately £30

MSc Psychological and Psychiatric
Anthropology
(Department of Social & Political
Sciences)

Fieldwork for the dissertation project may be carried out in the UK or abroad. If
the research for the project is conducted locally, any additional costs will be
minimal. Research conducted in other parts of the UK or overseas is likely to
involve subsistence and travel costs, though in some cases students are able to
arrange funding via a placement or volunteer job as the basis for their project.
The potential additional costs will typically fall within the range of £0 to £2,000,
depending on where the research is undertaken.

MRes Social Anthropology
(Department of Social & Political
Sciences)

Fieldwork for the dissertation project may be carried out in the UK or abroad. If
the research for the project is conducted locally, any additional costs will be
minimal. Research conducted in other parts of the UK or overseas is likely to
involve subsistence and travel costs, though in some cases students are able to
arrange funding via a placement or volunteer job as the basis for their project.
The potential additional costs will typically fall within the range of £0 to £2,000,
depending on where the research is undertaken.

2.5. College of Engineering, Design and Physical Sciences (CEDPS)
Course
MSc Bioprocessing Engineering
(Department of Chemical Engineering)

Brunel University London Admissions Office

Additional Cost
- Lab coat & other Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): The University will
provide a lab coat, gloves, and safety glasses free of charge. If the lab coat is lost
or damaged, a replacement lab coat will cost £15.
- Poster Presentation/Binding Costs: £30-50
- Students may consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be used for
coursework, digital examinations, independent work and class teaching sessions.

Last Updated: 31 October 2019
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MEng Chemical Engineering
(Department of Chemical Engineering)

- Lab coat & other Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): The University will
provide a lab coat, gloves, and safety glasses free of charge. If the lab coat is lost
or damaged, a replacement lab coat will cost £15.
- Poster Presentation/Binding Costs: £30-50
- Students may consider purchasing a laptop computer which can be used for
coursework, digital examinations, independent work and class teaching sessions.

MSc Flood & Coastal Engineering
(Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering)

- Field Trips: Students must provide their own wet and cold weather clothing and
suitable footwear. For self-funding students there will also be a part contribution
charge of £250 towards the accommodation for the compulsory 1 week Summer
School at HR Wallingford.

Mathematics (All Department of
Mathematics courses)

It is recommended that students purchase a calculator. The only calculators we
allow in exams are Casio fx-83 and fx-85 (any suffix). The price for such
calculators is usually £10-£20 when purchased from most stationary stores or
online.

MSc Structural Engineering
(Department of Civil & Environmental
Engineering)

- A contribution of £200 towards the Constructionarium costs will be required.
- Students should also equip themselves with suitable wet and cold weather
outdoor clothing and footwear. The Department provides suitable personal
protective equipment (PPE e.g. boots, goggles, gloves) when needed. Students
may wish to purchase their own PPE, but should check with the Department first
to ensure the health and safety requirements are met.

2.6. College of Health and Life Sciences
Course

Additional Cost

MSc Disease Mechanisms and
Therapeutics
(Department of Life Sciences)

- Lab Coat: £15
- Poster Presentation Costs: £30-50

MSc Occupational Therapy (PreRegistration)
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Placement costs
Home and EU fee paying students:
Students may be asked to pay an additional fee of £1,000 per annum to
contribute towards the cost of the placements.
N.B. This is dependent upon national policy, which is yet to be announced.
Channel Island and Overseas fee paying students:
There will be an additional fee of £1,000 per annum to cover placements.
Placement Travel and Placement Accommodation costs
In 2018/9 Home students could claim their travel and accommodation costs, this

Brunel University London Admissions Office
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(MSc Occupational Therapy (PreRegistration) – continued)

is determined by the guidelines set by the Government (Business Services
Authority). If students are not eligible to claim back these expenses, this will
normally cost between £500 - £1000 per programme; depending on the location
of the placements. For full details please visit
http://www.thefundingclinic.org.uk/

Additional Costs (per annum)
- Poster printing: £20-25
- Membership of College of Occupational Therapists (COT): £60 pa
- Professional exams: For those wishing to sit the USA NBCOT exam the fee is
$515 (online) or $555 (paper). You may also wish to buy the NBCOT Review &
Study Guide for $90 https://www.therapyed.com/occupational-therapy/reviewstudy-guide. For further information see http://www.nbcot.org/fees
- Food Hygiene Online Training: £12
- Uniform: £70 (Overseas fee paying students only)
- CPR (BLS: Basic Life Support) Training: students must organise and fund this
themselves for each year of study at a cost of approximately £25 per year. There
must be a practical component to this training.
- Immunisations: For details please visit our website
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/study/admissions/professional-courserequirements/Immunisation-Card
- Enhanced DBS check:

Home/EU fee paying students completing the application in the UK
- DBS application: No charge
- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
ID check is carried out at a Post Office.


MSc Physician Associate
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Overseas fee paying students or anyone completing the application
outside of the UK: Total cost £57.81

Placement Costs
Students may be asked to pay an additional fee of £10000 to cover placement
costs spread over Year 1 (£2500) and year 2 (£7500) of the course. For 2018/9
entry this was funded by Department of Health (DoH) for a capped number of
students, which did cover all our Home/EU Brunel students.
Placement Travel and Placement Accommodation costs
There will be costs associated with travel to/from placements to both primary
and secondary care providers, in the region of £500 - £1000.

Additional Costs
- Membership of the Royal College of Physicians Faculty of Physician Associates
(RCPFPA): £12 per annum
- Examination fee associated with the ‘UK Physician Associate National
Certification Examination’: £550 (subject to change)
- Purchase of a Stethoscope: Approximately £60
- Immunisations: For details please see
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/study/admissions/professional-courserequirements/Immunisation-Card
Brunel University London Admissions Office
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(MSc Physician Associate – continued)

- Enhanced DBS check:

Home fee paying students completing the application in the UK:
- DBS application: £46.81
- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
- ID check is carried out at a Post Office.


MSc Physiotherapy (Pre-Registration)
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

EU and Overseas fee paying students completing the application
outside of the UK: £57.81

Placement Costs
Home and EU fee paying students:
Students may be asked to pay an additional fee of £1,000 per annum to
contribute towards the cost of the placements.
N.B. This is dependent upon national policy which is yet to be announced.
Channel Island and Overseas fee paying students:
There will be an additional fee of £1,000 per annum to cover placements.
Placement Travel and Placement Accommodation costs
In 2018/9 Home students could claim their travel and accommodation costs, this
is determined by the guidelines set by the Government (Business Services
Authority). If students are not eligible to claim back these expenses, this will
normally cost between £500 - £1000 per programme; depending on the location
of the placements. For full details please visit
http://www.thefundingclinic.org.uk/

Additional Costs (per annum)
- Skeleton deposit: £25
- Poster printing: £20-25
- Membership of Chartered Society of Physiotherapy (CSP): £39 pa
- Uniform: £70 (Overseas fee paying students only)
- Enhanced DBS check:

Home/EU fee paying students completing the application in the UK
- DBS application: No charge
- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
ID check is carried out at a Post Office.


MA Social Work
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

Brunel University London Admissions Office

Overseas fee paying students completing the application outside of the
UK: Total cost £57.81

Placement Travel and Placement Accommodation costs
If students are not awarded an NHS Business Services Authority Social Work
Bursary they will incur travel and in some cases accommodation costs relating to
their placements, normally up to a maximum of £1000 per annum, depending on
the location of their placements. UK and EU students who are not awarded a
Social Work Bursary may be eligible for support with travel costs linked to
attending placement.
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Additional course-related costs
Brunel University London

(MA Social Work – continued

Additional Costs
- Enhanced DBS check:

Home fee paying students completing the application in the UK:
- DBS application: £46.81
- ID check: No charge if carried out on Brunel campus, £11 charge if the
ID check is carried out at a Post Office.


MSc and PG Dip Specialist
Community Public Health Nursing
(Department of Clinical Sciences)

EU and Overseas fee paying students completing the application
outside of the UK: £57.81

- Venepuncture training (if not previously undertaken): £150
- Travel to placement costs: Normally up to a maximum of £500 per annum,
depending on the location of the placements.

Postgraduate Research Programmes
2.7. All Colleges/Research Institutes
Course

Additional Cost

All programmes

Please note:
- If students submit their thesis before their expected submission date, they
must have paid the equivalent of 3 years fees (36 months if studying Full Time,
72 months if studying Part Time) in order to receive their award - as per the
Student Financial Policy which can be found at
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-fees-and-funding/fees
- Any Bench fees that are applicable to a student’s studies will be referenced in
their Offer email.
- If a student is undertaking a PhD by Published Works, after submission of their
thesis they will also be required to pay an examination fee. Further information
on examination fees at can be found at
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/courses/pg/pgfees

Brunel University London Admissions Office
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